Corflex announces a rebrand under the name Corflex Global
August 12, 2021 - Manchester, NH – Corflex, a leading manufacturer and distributor of orthopedic products,
announced its’ rebranding initiatives. After the recent acquisition of OrthoCare Medical, a New
Hampshirebased, nationally accredited low-cost provider of Durable Medical Equipment (DME), and an
expansion of its manufacturing capabilities, the company has rebranded under the name Corflex Global.
Since 1984 Corflex has been manufacturing orthopedic rehabilitation products in the United States while
providing outstanding service and competitive pricing. In 2013, Corflex increased its manufacturing
productivity by opening a facility to the Dominican Republic. This expansion supported the company’s efforts
to leverage global resources and bring customers high-quality orthopedic bracing throughout the United
States and across the globe. With the acquisition of OrthoCare Medical in 2019, Corflex widened its offerings
to include DME billing, consulting, fitting, RCM services and inventory management.
As part of the corporate rebranding initiative, the company has unveiled a new name, Corflex Global, a new
logo and a new website to support its mission and organizational structure. This rebrand provides a platform
that helps optimize the growth of new product development and evolves the service offerings, allowing us to
be a true full-service, innovative provider of orthopedic products and services.
Headquartered in Manchester NH, Corflex Global continues to build on their mission of helping thousands of
people remain safe and healthy during their everyday activities, whether it is a return to work, resumption of
a sports activity or simply to live a more active life.
“We are very excited for the next phase in our company’s development. Corflex Global represents our culture
of working in collaboration with new and long-standing partners. These collaborative partnerships help us
find creative ways to innovate, market and grow our products and services to meet customer demand and
promote a healthy lifestyle”, said Shelly Barnett, CEO of Corflex Global.
Please visit us at our new website CorflexGlobal.com and be sure to follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter.
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About Corflex Global – Since 1984 Corflex Global has been manufacturing quality orthopedic products in the
United States and providing outstanding service, competitive pricing and a lifetime product warranty. We
understand the value of managing a product through its entire life cycle, from engineering and development
to manufacturing and distribution. Our comprehensive range of services include consultative and solutionbased platforms for fitting, billing and inventory management. We focus on optimizing revenue cycle
management processes and implementing a seamless DME delivery program that maximizes physician and
patient outcomes and financial performance.

